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Crime and the City Solution have finally published the first album after their twenty-years-and-more 

hiatus. Currently based in Detroit, the Australian post-punk band presents us with eight explosive 

tracks that show us the vision and, from the way I see it, the failure of the American dream. The 

album begins with a strong pace. I must admit that at first this album didn’t impress me — then I 

reached “Domina”. 

The sudden change in pace — from energetic and almost angry, to slow and introspective — gave 

me quite a shock, as if this one track tries to drown the anger of the first three tracks in the new 

melodious tunes. This slow pace continues through the next two tracks before it’s lifted up again in 

the title track and brought to a satisfying end by yet another slow song. 

The energy poured into the title track “American Twilight” seems almost … sarcastic. I immediately 

fell in love with this one, especially with the perfect combination of vocals, the choice of lyrics and 

the sudden change of tone in the last few seconds. 

“Everybody wants to be number one,” the track proclaims. But then it continues, “Whole lot of birds in 

the sky above / looks like hawks and you’re the doves.” Hellyeeeas … just like it says: welcome to the 

American dream and “the city of fun”; unfortunately the dream isn’t yours and neither is the fun. 

I wasn’t a fan of Crime and the City Solution before — hell, I wasn’t even born when they were first 

formed in the 1970s — so I can’t really judge how well “American Twilight” goes compared to the 

previous albums. Still, I think this album is worth checking out. I especially recommend the title track. 

 

Verdict: 6/10 
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